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ABSTRACT

DOA estimation and relative delay estimation are precur-
sors for various signal processing algorithms. In this paper
a new algorithm is proposed to estimate the relative delays
and the Direction Of Arrival(DOA) at the sensor for mul-
tiple sources using only two sensors. The properties of the
sources namely, broadband width and spectral overlap are
used to achieve this. Numerical simulations are presented
to study the performance of the methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sensor array processing, using only the narrowband proper-
ties require at least as many sensors as the signal sources for
DOA estimation. By spacing the sensors more apart than
dictated by the Nyquist rate and making use of the broad-
band nature of the signal we can circumvent this limitation.
Doing the DOA estimation using only two sensors can, in
some sense, be motivated by the functioning of human audi-
tory system. The relative delay of signals at the two sensors
can be used to estimate the DOA if the sensor geometry is
known. There is a class of methods called cross correla-
tion methods which use this property [1],[2],[3], [4]. The
proposed approach uses the whitening and interpolation of
data to get the estimate. Hence it can be used to estimate the
DOA of more than one source. In the case of multipaths, the
relative delay between the multipath signals received at two
different sensors can be estimated. Then a method is pro-
posed to classify the delays and assign them to the proper
sources. Thus for each source the method able to estimate
the relative delay due to each multipath.

2. DATA MODEL.

Consider
�

sources �������	��
����������� � , generating the
signals and � sensors receiving them. Let � � be the num-
ber of multipaths due to the ����� source including the direct
path. Let the � ��� multipath signal from the � ��� source at
the first sensor be denoted by ����������	� where � is the contin-
uous time variable. Let the delay for the signal ������ ���	� from�� �! ���	� (direct path) be " ��� . Hence �� ��� ���	���#�� �$! ����%&" ��� � .
Define ' ��� as the relative delay between the first sensor
and the �)()* sensor for the signal ����+�����	� . Plane wavefront is

assumed at the sensors. Define ,-��� as the DOA of �.���/���	� ,0 be the velocity and 1 the spacing between the sensors. The
additive white noise at the two sensors are respectively 2 ! ���	�
and 243)���	� . The output of the sensors, �5 !����	� , and �5 3)���	� , can
be expressed as

�5)6 ���	��� 78�:9;!
<)=8��9;! ��>�������?%@��AB%C�.�D'E�+�)�BFG243)���	�H
�A?�I�)
4� (1)

where ' ��� �J1LK	MONP��, ��� �DQ 0 . Let the sampling period be
denoted by RPS . With resect to the direct path, the total de-
lay of the signal �� ��� ���	� at the first sensor is " ��� and at the
second sensor is ">���TFU'E��� . Hence, using the sampling
theorem, in the sampled domain, this signal at the second
sensor can be represented as

�� ��� ��VWR S %X' ��� �+�Y� �$! ��VB�DZ)��A[V 0&\ %]��"����$F^'����)�R S F_VW`a�
(2)

Each of the sources, � �$! ��VB� is assumed to be output of iden-
tical Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) systems
with input white sequences, denoted by bc�d��VB� , of powere 3 .

Problem Statement: Given the above scenario the aim
is to estimate the relative delays between multipath signals
arriving at the two different sensors for all multipaths of
each source.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

3.1. Whitening of the signal

The first step in the proposed method is to whiten the output
of the sensors. The fg��� order LPC coefficients h0�i , of the
signal at the first sensor is estimated and used to obtain the
whitened signals at both the sensors[5]. Since the signals
at each sensor are the linear combination of shifted signal
sources as given by equations (1), the same whitening filter
acts on each source. Whitening here is not perfect because
there is a difference in time delays for different source sig-
nals at the two sensors. For this an approximate idea of the
source model is required. Let h denote the estimates. The
whitened outputs at the two sensors j.!���VB� and j�3k��VB� are



given as

j�!)��VB�+���8 i 9�� h0 i 5 !���V % � �+� 78�:9;!
<k=8��9;! hb)�d��VB�PZ:�>A[V 0 \ %"����R S F_V `

j 3 ��VB�+� �8 i 9�� h0�i�5 3 ��V % � �
� 78� 9 !

< =8��9;! hb � ��VB�BZ:�>A[V 0&\ %]��"����$F^'E���)�R S FaVW` (3)

3.2. Cost function for delay estimation

The next step is to choose the cost-function for delay es-
timation. Note that the cross-correlation of the whitened
output of the sensors is given by���	�
�
� ��VB� � ���j�!-��VB�Dj��3 ��VB���
� 78�:9;!

<)=8�H9 !
<k=8 � 9;! e 3 ��A[V 0 \ %]��" ��� F^' ��� % " � � �R S FaV ` (4)

The relative delays � ��� � � ��" �+� Fd' ��� %&" � � � (here � ��� �
corresponds to relative delay between � ��� path at the first
sensor and ����� path at the second sensor for the ����� source)
are to be estimated. There are � ��� 7�:9;! � 3� such delays.
To form a cost function whose points of maxima will give
all the � ��� � , consider the equation below with �P! and � 3
being some arbitrary time values 1 [6].�8i 9�� � ��>A[V 0 � � %�� !HQ�RPS �D�>A V 0 � � %�� 3>Q�RPS���� � �>A[V 0 �	��� !�%�� 3>� Q�RPS��

(5)
This will have the maxima when � ! ��� 3 . Thus a cost func-
tion formed as  ! � � �i 9�� � � � � � � � � �	�>A[V 0 � � %!�Q�R S � will
have the prominent peaks when � equals some � ��� � . Based
on this observation, the following cost function is proposed.

� ��� � � "$#&%(')"+*, - �8i 9�� � � � � � � � � �	�>A[V 0 � � %!�Q�R S �
.� �I�+���>� � 
�� � �������D� � 
/�&� �+�>���	� � (6)

For a given sensor spacing, the resolution of adjacent peaks
of the cost function is determined by R S as is evident from
the nature of the ��A[V 0 � � function.

3.3. DOA Estimation

When there are no multipaths all ".�+�E�10 . Then all � esti-
mated are equal to some ' �$! . These delays are the direct
result of DOA at the sensors as given by ' ��� . Hence the
DOAs can be obtained from � using 'd��� .

1 2436587:9<;>=/?A@CBEDF9<;>=HG&;

3.4. Multipath Delay Partitioning

Now consider the case where there are multipaths i.e. " ���AI�0 . After estimation of all � relative delays, J� ! 
K� 3 
>� �O�O
K�MLN� ,
it is not known which of these are due to various sources.
This set has to be partitioned into subsets, each subset hav-
ing all delays due to multipaths from a particular source. To
see how the set of � can be partitioned consider the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 1 (Proof in Appendix) Let O ! , O 3 and �2 6 �JP 6 9;! be
random variables with��JO 6 � ��0/
Q���2 6 � ��0/
R���2 6 OTS$� �U0�
V���2 6 24S$� � e 3W+X 6 S

(7)
Let ZY 6 � P 6 9;! be random variables such thatY-! �[OW!+FG2�!�
\Y�3X��O !+FG243-
\YJ]X��O 3 F_2:]-
�Y P �^O 3LF_2 P

(8) �_��c�HY ! Y 3 %`�)JY ! Y 3 ���H�HY ] Y P %`��ZY ] Y P ����� (9)�_��aO 3 ! O 33 �$% e 3b � e 3b � (10)c ��0 if �)aO !dO 3$� ��0e 0 if �)aO ! O 3 � I��0 (11)

Let  3 �Hf�� be a cost function defined as 3 �Hf/�����c� j�!���VWR �	jH3)��VWRGFg� 6 �?%!���j�!-��VWR �Dj�3)��VWRGFh� 6 ������ j ! ��VWR_Fif��	j 3 ��VWRGFg� S Fif�� %`�)�j ! ��VWR �Dj 3 ��VWRaFg� S �:�����c e 0 if � 6 and � S due to same source�j0 if � 6 and � S due to different sources. (12)

If pairs �j�!�
 j�3+� are substituted from (3), then it is shown
below that for some pairs J� 6 
K� S � ,  3 �Hf�� will turn out to
be of the form (8), with some terms in the summation of (3)
taking the place of O 6 and sum of the remaining terms the
place of 2 6 .

To explain the method, consider the scenario where there
are two sources having two multipaths each. Then the rela-
tive delay estimation method would yield k relative delays.
Let �! ! 3 and �! 3 3 be under consideration for finding  3k�Cf�� .� !D!	3 is the relative delay of first source’s first path at first
sensor with that of second path at second sensor. Similarly�! 3 3 is the relative delay of first source’s second path at first
sensor with that of second path at second sensor.

The output of the first and second sensors can be written
as OW!����	�-F 2H!)���	� and O !)���-Fl�! ! 3��-F 243k���	� respectively. OW!-���	�
is the signal component due to the first sources first path at
the first sensor. 2 6 forms the remaining signal components,
which are also white. If the output of the second sensor is
shifted by � ! ! 3 then the signal components of the second
path of the first source are aligned in time with the corre-
sponding components in the output of the first sensor. Then
the second sensor output becomes O ! ���	� F@2 3 ���	� . Considerm ! ���	�E�J�nO ! ���	��FY2 ! ���	�D�H�nO ! ���	��F 2 3 ���	�D�E�oO 3 ! ���	��F 2 ] ���	� .
Similarly for � !	3D3 , m 3 ���	� � �nO ! ���:Fpf��:FU2 P ���	�	�H��O ! ���:Ff��BF^2:q)���	�	���UO 3 ! ���	�BF_2:rk���	� . Consider � ! ���	�L� m ! ���	� % e 3!
and � 3)���	� � m 3)���	� % e 3! . Then  :3k�Cf�� �1��J� !-���	�
� 3k���	�:�]�O 3 ! ���	�4O 3 ! ��� Fhf��P% e P! . This would yield a peak at the shifted
value f .



Let O 3 ���	� be the signal component of the second path of
the second source. If the same process can be repeated with� 3 3 3 instead of � ! 3 3 . Then � 3 ���	���^O 33 ��� F f�� F 2 � ���	� % e 33 .
The crosscorrelation would yield 0 for all k since O 3 and O !
correspond to 2 different uncorrelated sources.

Now considering a general case let � 6 � ��� ��� and� S � � � �����	� be the delays under consideration in comput-
ing  3 �Hf/� . The paths 
�
K� 
	
 � 
K� � are from the � ��� source
under consideration. Then j>!)��VWR � and j�3c��VWRGFg��� �:� � will
have one of the terms for the � ��� source to be same i.e.

j>!���VWR � � hb� ��VB�;Z:��A[V 0 \ %"�� �R S F_V `
FE� �% X ��� X � � � 78�:9;!

< =8�H9 ! hb)�E��VB�;Z:��A[V 0 \ %"����R S FaV ` (13)

j�3c��VWR_Fh��� ��� � � hb� ��VB�;Z:��A[V 0 \ %"�� �R S F_V ` F
� �% X ��� X � � � 78�:9;!

<k=8��9;! hb)�E��VB�BZ:�>A[V 0 \ %]��"����XFG'E���k�R S FaV `
(14)

This common term, hb�� ��VB�DZ)�>A V 0 � ���������� F_V�� forms OW! . The

sum of the remaining terms of j>!)��VWR � are uncorrelated to
the sum of the remaining terms of j 3 ��VWRGFi� � ��� � , because
of the difference in the values of %" ��� and %]��" �+� Fg' ��� � .
These sum terms of j ! ��VWR � and j 3 ��VWRUF�� � ��� � form 2 !
and 243 respectively, of  :3k�Cf�� . Similarly, for j>!-��VWR � andj 3 ��VWR@F�� � ������� � the terms corresponding to O 3 , 2 ] and 2 Pcan be identified. In the latter case, O 3 is a shifted version
of OW! . Now this problem is mapped to that in (8). Hence
checking for the relationship between O ! and O 3 in this case,
it can be seen that, since both the multipaths 
 and 
 � are
from the same source, for some value of f , they become
identical and  3 �Hf�� e 0 will become true. In case the mul-
tipaths 
�
&� 
�
 � 
K� � are from different sources,  3 �Cf���p0 for
all f . Thus searching over all pairs Z� 6 
&� S � from the set
already estimated, to see if  :3k�Cf�� e 0 or  3k�Cf��+�U0 for anyf , it can be determined whether the pairs are due to paths
from the same source or different sources. The two cases
are illustrated in figure (2). Once the pairwise relations are
established within the set of � , this can be used to parti-
tion the set into subsets with each set containing all delays
from a particular source. If two different combinations of� � ��" ��� F@' ��� %G" � � � , lead to the same value then the
peaks due to these will appear at the same point in the cost
function. Thus these are not distinguishable and there is an
ambiguity.
Summary of the Algorithm:

1. Whiten the signals at the sensors using LPC.

2. Estimate the relative delays between all paths at the
two sensors using (6). If no multipaths, obtain DOA
from the delays.

3. If there are multipaths, then partition the set of rel-
ative delays into subsets, each having only relative
delays of one source using (12).
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Source1 1path. Source2 2paths, SNR=infinite dB Source1 2paths. Source2 2paths, SNR=infinite dB

Source1 1path. Source2 2paths, SNR=10 dB Source1 2paths. Source2 2paths, SNR=10 dB

Fig. 1. Cost function for various cases with multipath. a)
2 sources, one with single path and other with 2 paths. No
noise case. b) Same as in ’a)’ but with 10 dB SNR at the
sensor. c) 2 sources each two paths, and no noise added. d)
Same as ’c)’ but with 10dB SNR at the sensor.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation results are presented to demonstrate the DOA
and delay estimation, and delay partitioning in the case of
ARMA sources. Time averages are used. In all cases 500
trials were used to get the statistics. In case of DOA esti-
mation more that � degrees of deviation from the correct
estimate was considered as outlier. In case of delays, a
deviation of 0�� 0>0>0�0��k�! 0 was considered as an outlier. All
the examples below use 2 sensors. The sources are ARMA
sources with parameters " �$# �k� 0�0>0�0 %^�)� �$k%�0 0/� %Fkk�& %0�� %�kc�'& % 0/� �&k�'&'( and ) �*# 0�� 0k�&k�'& 0a% 0/� �>k��$k 0�0�� �'&k�&�(
designed as bandpass filters with normalized cutoff frequen-
cies 0��O� and 0�� + in the digital domain. The simulations
were done assuming acoustic signals, traveling at velocity++�0-�gQ-�, 0 and sampled at a rate of k>0�0>0�- Y . The sensor
spacing was 24 times the wavelength at the sampling fre-
quency. 1000 samples were used for processing in each
trial. The LPC model order used for whitening was 12. SNR
(Signal to Noise Ratio) specifications are at the sensor with
respect to one source signal.

Experiment 1. Multipath: Performance of Delay Es-
timation. In this experiment the multipath case is exam-
ined for the performance of delay estimation. There are two
sources each having two multipaths. Hence � � k . The
DOAs and the delays of the paths in the order, [direct path
of source 1, indirect path of source1 direct path of source
2, indirect path of source 2] are, # %.�$0U% �$0/+�010�0�( degrees
and # 0 %!0�� 0>0�+ 0�0�� 0>0/�2( seconds.

Table(1) shows the outliers, variance and mean of the
various relative delay estimates. It is evident from the table
that the variance is low if the estimate is within the outlier
limits. The number of outlier decreases with SNR.
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Fig. 2. The Comparison of cost function  3 �Hf�� when the
paths under consideration are from the same source, (figure
(2.a), and when they are from different sources. figure(2.b)

Experiment 2: Multipath: Delay Partitioning Per-
formance. This experiment evaluates the partitioning of the
relative delays. The DOAs and the delays of the paths in
the order, [direct path of source 1, indirect path of source1
direct path of source 2] are, # % %�0 % �J0 �>0�( degrees and# 0 %�0/� 0�0+ 0�( seconds. It is assumed that all paths have
equal energy with respect to which SNR is calculated.

Table(2) gives the performance. The performance of de-
lay estimation is given assuming the estimation to be correct
if the estimates are within the outlier margin. This is jus-
tified from the previous experiment where it is seen that,
as long as the estimate is within this range the variance is
low. The performance of partitioning is given in terms of
the number of correct partitioning done. It is clear from the
table that the algorithm performs well in the high SNR sce-
nario.

Experiment 3. No multipath: DOA Estimation. The
sources were simulated as arriving at the sensors from an-
gles -10, -2 and +50 degrees from the broadside of the two
element array. Let

�
be the wavelength at the sampling fre-

quency. This experiment was done at sensor spacing of ��% � .
To evaluate the performance of the DOA estimation algo-
rithm, the mean, variance and outliers of estimates of DOA
for various SNRs are given for all DOAs, in table (3). It is
evident from the table that the variance is low if the estimate
is within the outlier limits. The number of outliers decreases
with increase in SNR.

Effect of sensor spacing: The experiment was done for
two different sensor spacings �'% � and k � to show the effect
of sensor spacings. Two closely placed peaks at -2 and -10
which were resolvable at a spacing of ��% � becomes unre-
solvable at k � . Hence larger the sensor spacing, better is
the resolution.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new method which uses only two sen-
sors for the estimation of

� relative delays between multipaths and partition them

� DOA of more than two sources for no multipath case.
into subsets each belonging to one source for the mul-
tipath case.

when the sources are broadband. There is no restriction on
the sources to be non-gaussian. This information can be
used for spatio-temporal filter design. The method works
well when noise level is low. Sensitivity to various model-
ing errors and thresholds are being studied.
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1: Consider � �� ��Y-!�Y�3%!��ZY�!�Y.3$������YZ] Y P %!��JYZ] Y P ���:� (15)� ��ZY ! Y 3 Y ] Y P %!Y ! Y 3 ��ZY ] Y P �$% (16)YZ] Y P ��JY-!�Y�3Z� Fg��ZY�!dY�3+�J�)JYZ]dY P ��� (17)

Substituting for Y)!�
&Y.3)
KYZ] and Y P from (8) � ��aO 3 ! O 33 �$% e 3b � e 3b � (18)

Suppose O ! is correlated with O 3 . Then they can be written
as OW! � O��LFjO �-! and O 3 � O�� F^O �.3 respectively. HereO � is the correlated component and, O �-! and O ��3 are the
uncorrelated components. Then � ��c��O��;FhO �-!>� 3 �nO�� FhO ��3�� 3 �$% e 3b � e 3b �� ��aO P � F O 3�-! O 3 � FG�$O ] � O �-! FhO 3 � O 3��3 FO 3�-! O 3��3 FG�$O��KO �-!dO 3��3 F^�+O ] � O �.3 F%>O 3 � O �-!dO ��3$�$% e 3b � e 3b � (19)� ��aO P � � F e 3

�
e 3��! F e 3

�
e 3��3 Fe 3�-! e 3��3 % e 3b � e 3b � (20)e 3b 6 � e 3

� F e 3� 6 A � �k
 � (21)

Substituting for e 3b 6 in (20) � ��aO P � �$% e P� (22)
� 0 by Jensens inequality (23)

with equality if e 3� ��0



SNR at delay=-0.0023 sec delay=-0.0010 sec delay=0.0015 sec
the sensor. mean var. outl. mean var. out. mean var. out.

No noise -0.0023 �)� 0&0Z �a0 �N] P 0 -0.0010 ��� 0�0>0$Z �a0 �P!D! 0 0.0015 � � %% �:Z �J0 �N] P 19
0 dB -0.0023 �)� 0&�0:Z �J0 �N] P 0 -0.0010 ��� �&��:Z �a0 �P!
� 0 0.0015 0�� % �+Z �J0 �N] q 99

-10 dB -0.0023 �)� �$k��:Z �a0 �N] P 7 -0.0010 &/� &�k+$Z �a0 �P!
� 1 0.0015 %/� ��%�%$Z �J0 �N] � 163
SNR at delay=0.0026 sec delay=0.0007 sec delay=0.0017 sec

the sensor. mean var. outl. mean var. out. mean var. out.

No noise 0.0026 +�� k��Jk$Z �a0 � ] P 128 0.0007 � � +�0���Z �a0 � ] r 37 0.0017 %/� kk�Z �a0 �N] q 0
0 dB 0.0026 % � �,0��Z �a0 � ] P 116 0.0007 %/� �'&��+Z �a0 �W! 267 0.0017 � ��� %�kZ �a0 �W!4� 107

-10 dB 0.0026 +/� &�&>0$Z �a0 � ] P 126 0.0007 �k� 0�0'%XZ �a0 �P!
� 315 0.0017 �)� +'%�&Z �a0 � ��� 194
SNR at delay=-0.004 sec delay=0.0036 sec

the sensor. mean var. outl. mean var. out.

No noise -0.004 0����+k'%$Z �a0 �N] r 0 0.0036 �)� 0>k�k:Z �J0 �N]&] 0
0 dB -0.004 0����+k � Z �J0 �N] r 34 0.0036 �)� 00�0:Z �J0 �N]&] 18

-10 dB -0.0040 0����+k0Z �a0 �N] r 74 0.0036 &�� �$0c� Z �J0 �N] P 65

Table 1. The sample mean, variance (var.) and outliers (out.) based on 500 trials of delay estimates for various SNRs, for
experiment 1

SNR at the sensor. Delays Delays and segregation

No noise 423 331
10dB 264 241

Table 2. Number of correct estimates for 500 trials, of relative delays and number of correct estimates of segregation along
with delay estimation in experiment 2. Each estimate being accurate to 4 decimal places.

SNR at DOA=-2 deg. DOA=-10 deg. DOA=50 deg.
the sensor. mean var. out. mean var. out. mean var. out.

No noise -1.910 0/� �,&��:Z �a0 � 3�� 0 -9.5941 0 0 50.0555 %/� ���%$Z �a0 � 3 r 0
10 dB -1.910 0/� �,&��:Z �a0 � 3 r 0 -9.594 0 0 50.055 %/� ��'%Z �J0 � 3 r 0
0 dB -1.910 0.044 0 -9.6174 0.0448 0 50.055 %/� ��'%Z �J0 � 3 r 1

-10 dB -1.871 0.073 12 -9.724 0.236 23 50.055 %/� ��'%Z �J0 � 3 r 14

Table 3. The sample mean, variance (var.) and outliers (out.) based on 500 trials of DOA estimates for various SNRs, for
experiment 3.


